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➢ Russia ‘invades’ Ukraine  

➢ Fed expectations revised  

➢ Aussie wages creep along 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

With Russia having already taken lives in the 

Ukraine – and the West having been outraged – 

who is in the right? 137 dead on the first day of the 

invasion. 

Older folk like us remember the Cuban missile 

crisis, the cold war, and the sixties protests songs. If 

you’ve never heard it – or you just want a refresher 

– we highly recommend listening to Nobel Laureate, 

Bob Dylan’s, ‘With God on our side’. 

With that backdrop, we choose not to comment on 

the rights and wrongs of the conflict. We choose to 

comment on the economic and market 

consequences of the conflict that might follow. 

The S&P 500 went into ‘correction territory’ – being 

arbitrarily defined to be a 10% or more fall from a 

percent high – earlier this week. When the 

explosions started in Kyiv, the capital of the 

Ukraine, markets retraced a big chunk of the losses. 

Go figure! 

In our opinion – which is less than expert – we think 

the fallout into the Western markets might not be 

that great. Oil prices are going through the roof 

which will have a flow on to petrol prices and, 

therefore, CPI inflation and the rest. Only the simple 

minded ever thought raising rates in the West will 

dampen this source of inflation pressure. However, 

the overly enthusiastic market commentators have 

shifted from pricing in a big chance of a double rate 

hike by the Fed in just over two weeks to one. 

The US has wiggle room in releasing oil reserves – 

presumably from its Cushing site – and OPEC can 

also soften the blow if it wishes. To us the big risk 

relates to what China may now do about Taiwan.  

China seems to be watching the Ukraine crisis 

quietly. It is reasonably close to Russia in its 

alliance. If Russia simply ‘gets away with returning 

the Ukraine to the Soviet Union fold’, Taiwan looks 

to be in danger of being swallowed up by China. 

The US is less familiar with confronting China as it 

is with Russia. But do the Buddhists, Taoists and 

Confucianists of China believe in God (our 

understanding is that these faiths are more of 

philosophies than religions with a ‘God’)? So, can 

God be on China’s side? 

“I’ve learned to hate the Russians 

All through my whole life 

If another war comes 

It’s them we must fight 

To hate them and fear them 

To run and to hide 

And accept it all bravely  

With God on my side” 

 Bob Dylan, 1964 

We think the US and its allies (including us) will try 

to do a lot with sanctions and other impositions on 

Russia. For what it’s worth, the Russia F1 grand 

prix is being shifted – possibly to Turkey – and the 

Champions’ League (soccer) from St Petersburg to 

Paris. 

Could the Ukraine withdraw from NATO 

membership and ease the pressure? Russia has 

now also warned Finland not to join NATO – or 

accept the consequences. NATO is a big deal. 
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There are lots of things that could happen with 

Ukraine. We think once (if) it seems that the conflict 

is an economic rather than a military one, our 

markets will recover quickly. One in which the US or 

NATO moves troops in or near to the Ukraine is not 

one which we wish to contemplate. NATO troops 

are gathering in Latvia. 

US core PCE inflation came in at 5.2% but our 

latest wage inflation came in at 2.3% over the year. 

That is a fraction less than our latest trimmed mean 

CPI rate of 2.6%. Real wages are going backwards 

but not by much. There is no pressure from that 

front to worry the RBA at its next meeting. 

The RBA governor, Dr Phil Lowe, is not the sort of 

man that wouldn’t try and hold his line. In this case, 

Phil thinks there is no rush to raise rates. 

Yesterday, another UNSW economics and 

econometrics’ honours graduate from the eighties – 

and a former Reserve Bank board member, Prof 

Warwick McKibbin (ANU) stated that he wants a 

faster sequence of hikes. 

Both Phil (MIT) and Warwick (Harvard) were 

awarded doctorates and, therefore, are particularly 

well-trained but being smart and well-trained does 

not mean you have to agree! 

The base case in Australia seems to be the RBA 

rate to rise to 1.5% in a year and 2.5% in the year 

after. Warwick thinks our natural rate has a three in 

front of it and we’ll be there in 2025. That’s not a 

dizzy speed to follow. 

As we have witnessed in the Fed debate, 

expectations can change rapidly when unknows 

loom large. We simply do not see any evidence of 

inflation in this country – apart from inflation that 

would not react to rate rises (oil and supply-chain) – 

and overseas inflation are in reasonable places. 

Perhaps the Ukraine conflict will give commentators 

and officials an excuse to back off a little on rates 

without losing face. 

Of course, it is far too early to call a bottom to the 

market despite the massive two-day rally on Wall 

Street. But, unlike some, we do not see the 

correction morphing into a bear market. Alice’s 

March hare might seemingly be continuing to create 

the unexpected in the next few weeks. Our personal 

cash hoard of about 10% stands steady but may be 

deployed if we see a bottom having formed. Given 

that we placed about half of our cash in the dips 

after the recent peak, we do not want to commit the 

mistake of getting in too quickly. Patience is a 

virtue! 

 


